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With much dedication and excitement, the middle wing organized the celebrations on the 

occasion of Diwali and Children’s Day and it truly turned out to be a grand success. With the 

tireless efforts made by all the teachers to organize the celebrations, under the guidance of 

respected Co-ordinator ma’am - Ms. Aarti Parab, the children’s active participation was the 

cherry on the cake. 

With the view that activities add a zing to the humdrum of school life and give children the 

much needed 'feel good' aspect to their lives, the middle wing planned a number of activities 

on the auspicious occasion of Diwali and Children’s Day. 

We marked the beginning of the day with the virtual assembly by class VIII-B, seeking the 

blessings of Lord Almighty. This was followed by Principal mam's address to the students, 

instilling in students a feeling to celebrate an eco-friendly Diwali. To begin the celebrations, 

a ppt was presented to mark the National Education Day. A slogan/poster making 

competition was conducted, highlighting the importance of education. Then came the turn of 

the much awaited scientia-club fancy dress competition. Students dressed themselves as 

famous scientists and were very eager and enthusiastic for it and participated whole 

heartedly. Students then presented vedios cleaning and decorating their house, as part of eco-

club activity, welcoming Goddess Laxmi to adorn their house. Students depicted great 

excitement and it was heartening to see the enthusiasm among our children. Various students 

presented ppts and vedio presentations, giving an expression to their excitement for being a 

part of the celebrations. Last but not the least, was the virtual art activity organized for 

classes VI (candle decoration), VII (lantern making) and VIII (rangoli making). The virtual 

competitions organized, saw much enthusiasm and excitement among children. The 

pandemic situation in no way lessened the spirit of celebration.  

It was a truly refreshing and stimulating experience for everyone involved, offering students 

an opportunity to release their hidden potential. A spirit of happiness permeated the 

atmosphere. Students were encouraged to celebrate the festival with lights and sweets and by 

spreading happiness and joy to all. 

 


